
LAS VEGAS: Gilberto Ramirez became the first Mexican fighter ever to hold a
super middleweight world title here Saturday after dominating champion
Arthur Abraham of Germany to claim a unanimous points victory. Ramirez was
awarded the win by emphatic margins of 120-108 on all three judges’ cards to
take the World Boxing Organization title at the MGM Grand Garden Arena. The
undefeated 24-year-old from Mazatlan used his superior reach and mobility to
attack Abraham from all angles, scoring freely in the early rounds with a series
of stinging jabs. Ramirez rocked Abraham in the second with a thunder-
ous right hook that sent the German careering off balance across the
ring. The skilful Mexican continued his dominance in the third round,
tagging Abraham with another solid right hook, this time to the
body. Abraham rallied briefly towards the fourth round and the
two fighters engaged in a frenzied exchange of blows
as the bell sounded. But Abraham struggled to build
on that momentum and was again kept at bay by
his more mobile opponent, who was content to
duck in and out of range landing blows seeming-
ly at will. —AFP
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TOKYO: Incoming Japan head coach Jamie Joseph wants
more Brave Blossom internationals to return home and play
for the fledgling Super Rugby outfit the Sunwolves ahead
of the 2019 World Cup. The Sunwolves are the only side
without a win in Super Rugby after problems forming a ros-
ter, with nine of the squad who performed so well for Japan
at last year’s World Cup playing around the world for other
clubs. Joseph will step down as head coach of current
champions the Otago Highlanders at the end of the season
to take charge of Japan and was hopeful more Japanese
will follow him with an eye on a competitive showing at
their home 2019 World Cup. “Next year one of my goals is
to attract all the Japanese national players around the
world back home and play for the Sunwolves,” he told
Kyodo News. “I think it is important for our preparation for
the World Cup. If we have a Sunwolves team and we don’t
have the majority of the national team playing for them, it
doesn’t really serve a purpose for our preparation. So that’s
a big challenge for us.—Reuters

New Japan coach wants 
players to return home

BERLIN: Wolfsburg coach Dieter Hecking says he expects his side to face a back-
lash at Real Madrid in tomorrow’s Champions League quarter-final return match
after the Germans’ stunning 2-0 first-leg victory. “If it was the case that Real had
underestimated us in the first leg, they definitely won’t do that again,” said
Hecking. “We did a good job of selling ourselves well in the first leg, but we are

going to have to give everything we have in order to pull off a
huge sensation.” Real have a huge job on their hands at the

Santiago Bernabeu if they are to go through to a sixth consecu-
tive Champions League semi-final after succumbing to a Ricardo
Rodriguez penalty and a Maximilian Arnold goal. Wolfsburg suf-

fered something of a Champions League hangover on Saturday
as they were held to a 1-1 draw in the Bundesliga at home to
Mainz, although Hecking rested four of the side which beat Real.
However, last season’s German Cup winners, who are in the

Champions League knockout stages for the first time,
have tended to struggle immediately after European

games this season, picking up just 10 league points
from a possible 27. —AFP

Wolfsburg coach expects 
Real backlash in Madrid

Ramirez downs Abraham 
to take WBO crown

LONDON: British boxer Anthony Joshua celebrates beating US boxer Charles Martin (not pictured) following their IBF World Heavyweight title
boxing match at the O2 arena in London on Saturday. — AFP

LONDON: Anthony Joshua became Britain’s
second reigning world heavyweight champi-
on when he knocked out Charles Martin in
the second round at the O2 Arena on
Saturday. Joshua, the 2012 Olympic gold
medallist, captured his first world title in only
his 16th professional fight by flattening
American Martin to lift the International
Boxing Federation (IBF) belt.

Martin, who was making a first defence,
was floored twice in the second round by
right hands and failed to beat the count the
second time. Joshua, who turned professional
in October 2013, is the fifth quickest heavy-
weight to win a version of the world title and
is Britain’s second reigning world heavy-
weight champion along with Tyson Fury, who
holds the World Boxing Association (WBA)
and World Boxing Organisation (WBO) belts.

A future clash between Joshua, 26, and
Fury will become a possibility if Fury can beat
Ukrainian Wladimir Klitschko in a rematch on
July 9. Joshua’s title triumph improved his
record to 16 wins from as many fights while
Martin suffered his first defeat in 25 fights,
with one draw.

Joshua’s muscular frame looks like it has
been cut from stone and his power was too
much for Martin.  All 16 of the Briton’s oppo-
nents in the paid ranks have been stopped
and only one has survived past the third
round. Joshua hardly broke sweat in sweep-
ing aside Martin, but insisted after he still
needed to improve. “I’m not getting carried
away because still got a lot of work to do,”
said the new champion. “I’ve got David Haye
and Tyson Fury calling me out. Trust me,
when they step in the ring with me I will be
ready. “I come to knock people out. The
power is always there. I’m just tucked away
in the gym, you’ll only see me in (super-
stores) Ikea or ASDA. “

BEST PUNCH
Joshua might not be quick on feet but the

6ft 6in boxer does not have any problems in
quickly hunting down opponents. Martin
sprang from obscurity to be IBF champion in
January when he won the vacant belt after
Ukrainian Vyacheslav Glazkov injured a knee

in the third round.  The belt only became
available because Fury was stripped of it for
agreeing to face Klitschko in a rematch. Both
made a cautious start with Joshua landing the
best punch in the opening round when he
broke through Martin’s guard with a right.

Martin, 29, was put on the back foot in the
second round and was sent crashing back-
wards to the canvas when he was caught
flush on the chin by a right.

When Martin got up after a count Joshua
immediately planted another right flush on
the jaw to send him back to the canvas.

Martin complained when the fight was
waved off but Joshua was bouncing him off
the canvas like a basketball. The American

failed to beat referee Jeane Pierre Van
Imschoot’s second count.

Two other Britons were successful in world
title fights on the undercard.  Lee Selby
retained his world featherweight title with a
unanimous points win after surviving an early
scare against American Eric Hunter on
Saturday.  The Welshman made a second
defence of the IBF belt after recovering from a
second round knockdown and then dominat-
ing with his slick boxing to earn two scores of
116-110 and 115-111.

England’s Jamie McDonnell made a fourth
defence of his WBA world bantamweight title
with a ninth round stoppage of Mexican
Fernando Vargas. —AFP

Ruthless Joshua claims 
IBF heavyweight crown

LOS ANGELES: Marc Marquez’s run of
dominance in Austin continued Saturday as
the red-hot Spaniard put his Honda on pole
for the MotoGP Grand Prix of the Americas.

Marquez, fresh off a victory in Argentina,
will be hoping to win from pole for the
fourth straight year at the Circuit of the
Americas in the hills outside the Texas capi-
tal. He topped qualifying with a time of
2min 3.188sec. Yamaha riders Jorge
Lorenzo and Valentino Rossi, who have had
their struggles in Austin since the event
began three years ago, grabbed the other
two front-row starting spots.

“Maybe I didn’t do the perfect lap in
qualifying and both Yamahas are closer, but
we’ll try to manage as best as possible
tomorrow,” Marquez said. 

“I’m happy with how the weekend is
going in general, I feel a little better with
the bike every time I go out on track and
our pace for the race seems competitive.

“The tires are working quite well, but of
course, as always here at Austin, making
the right choice for the front will be crucial.”

Reigning world champion Lorenzo, also
of Spain, was second-fastest in qualifying
with a time of 2:03.257 and Italy’s Rossi, a
nine-time world champion, clocked
2:03.644.

Lorenzo set the early pace with a lap of
2:03.613 — fastest of the weekend and his
first under 2:04.

Marquez promptly answered with his
pole-grabbing lap, and after their first runs
were complete Lorenzo was the only rider
within a second of his compatriot.

Lorenzo then produced his 2:03.257 —
but could not improve from there.
Marquez-whose 2013 victory in Austin at
the age of 20 made him the youngest rider
to win a MotoGP race-claimed the 60th

pole of his career.  Lorenzo, who is fourth in
the early world championship standings,
was delighted to give his rival something to
think about. But it remains to be seen if the
Yamaha challenge will hold up over the
length of the race.

FRONT ROW ‘CRUCIAL’ 
Rossi, who was 0.456sec off Marquez’s

pace, said the front-row spot is a good
start. “This result is crucial for the race
tomorrow and it’s also a good result for the
work that we’ve done today,” said Rossi,
who trails points leader Marquez by eight
going into today’s race.

“From this morning we’ve improved the
bike a lot and this afternoon in the free
practice with the race tire I was quite
strong. I started qualifying quite confident
and I did some good laps,” added Rossi,
who hadn’t put together back-to-back
front-row starts since the Malaysian and
Australian Grands Prix back in 2013.

“The front row is always a very good tar-
get, especially when I have to fight with
Marquez and Lorenzo when they are quite
strong.” Fourth-fastest and leading the
Ducati charge was Andrea Iannone, but the
Italian will start from seventh place on the
grid as a result of his attempted last-lap
pass in Argentina. Maverick Vinales on a
Suzuki was fifth-fastest but will start from
fourth because of Iannone’s penalty.

Vinales has tasted success before at
Circuit of the Americas, where he won his
first Moto2 race in 2014.

Sixth in qualifying and the leading inde-
pendent team rider, Cal Crutchlow (LCR
Honda) will move to fifth on the grid. After
two tough opening rounds at Qatar and
Argentina, the Briton is out to score his first
points of 2016. —AFP

Marquez again tops 
Austin qualifying

KUWAIT: Ooredoo Kuwait, a member of
international Ooredoo Group, is proud to
announce that it will sponsor Kuwaiti
youth triathlete Abdulaziz Al-Rashed, for
another season. The young triathlete won
third place in Sharm El-Sheikh ALAMEDA
2016 Triathlon which took place between
on 1st and 2nd of April 2016. 

Triathlon include the three sports of
swimming, cycling, and running. This is
Ooredoo Kuwait ’s second consecutive
year in sponsoring Al-Rashed. 

Congratulating Kuwait’s champion on
behalf of the company, Mijbil Alayoub,
Director of Corporate Communications at
Ooredoo Kuwait said: “Congratulations to
our young athlete Abdulaziz Al-Rashed,

who just won the third position in such a
prestigious championship, where key
players from Africa and Pan Arab gathered
to compete on different levels. I would like
to wish him best of luck in competitions
and tournaments he takes part and in his
future as an athlete in general”

Sharm El-Sheikh ALAMEDA Triathlon
represents the pinnacle of triathlon com-
petitions in Egypt, providing recreational
tr iathletes  with a  once in a  l i fet ime
opportunity to compete on the same
course as  Afr ica’s  and Arabs’ k nown
champions.  The tournament attracted
hundreds of audiences to watch both the
amateurs and the professionals including
Africa’s best players. 

Ooredoo continues to sponsor 
Kuwaiti triathlete Al-Rashed 

By Abdellatif Sharaa

KUWAIT: Kuwait Disabled Sports Club will
hold a meeting with representative of pri-
vate establishments that care for the dis-
abled to discuss progress made in imple-
menting law 5/2010 that is concerned with
caring for the handicapped.

Club chairman of the Board Shafi Al-
Hajiri said the meeting will discuss the gov-
ernment’s implementation of the law, and
difficulties the disabled are facing in getting
their rights that is approved by law, which is
considered the most outstanding law
issued for the care of the disabled.

He said the club is keen on carrying out
its social role by following up its members’
affairs besides its sports and youth role. Al-
Hajiri hoped the meeting comes out with
results that contribute to making things
easy for the disabled and solve their linger-
ing problems in all fields.

Al-Hajiri said all Kuwait disabled are
proud because they are receiving a fatherly
care from HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-
Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah, HH the Crown

Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah and HH the Prime Minister Sheikh
Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah, as
this will contribute to removing all obsta-
cles they face.

Kuwait Disabled Sports 
Club to hold meeting

Shafi Al-Hajiri


